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MISSION STATEMENT
To serve the citizens of Missouri by ensuring the integrity of charitable and commercial gaming and by optimizing its social and economic impact on the State.
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The Commissioners
Robert C. Smith, Chairman
Mr. Smith has practiced law since 1949 and is co-founder and counsel with the law firm of Smith & Lewis of Columbia.
He has served as a Master in Federal Court; as a legal arbitrator; and as a Missouri Administrative Hearing Commissioner.
He is a veteran of World War II and the Korean War. Mr. Smith served as a member of the Missouri House of Representatives from 1953-56, including two years as Speaker Pro-tem. He was Mayor of Columbia from 1961-63. Mr. Smith has
served on numerous Missouri Bar Association boards, including the Board of Governors from 1975-79. He has served
as a member of the Stephens College Board of Curators; President of Columbia Kiwanis; President of the Missouri
Symphony Society; and as a member of the State Historical Society Board of Trustees. He has received the Missouri Bar
Pro-bono Award; University of Missouri Alumni Faculty Award; University of Missouri Law School Citation of Merit;
Outdoor Writers Association of America Ham Brown Service Award; and is an Honorary Citizen of Fulton, Missouri.

Chief Floyd Bartch (Retired), Vice-Chairman

3

Chief Floyd Bartch retired from the Kansas City, Missouri police department on April 2, 1999. After retirement, Chief
Bartch served and continues to serve on various committees and boards concerning public issues in the Kansas City Metropolitan area. During his 31-year career with the police department, Chief Bartch was involved in the development of many
programs. His experience in Criminal Justice issues, financial matters and as a lobbyist for the police department should
assist him on gaming issues in the State of Missouri.

Lynne R. Nikolaisen, Secretary
Lynne R. Nikolaisen is a former Regional President for Mercantile Bank NA. She began her banking career in
1980, holding various sales and management positions for the two largest banks in St. Louis. At the present
time, Ms. Nikolaisen manages various business investments. Ms. Nikolaisen is currently or has been involved as a
member and/or director of the RCGA, NAWBO, the Mathews-Dickey Boys Club, Outstanding Women, the Missouri Development Finance Board, the St. Louis AMC Cancer Research Board and the Board of the Crohns Colitis Foundation-Gateway Chapter. She is also active in fundraising for various charitable and civic organizations.
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J. Joe Adorjan
Mr. Adorjan is a partner of Stonington Partners, Inc., an investment firm managing over $1 billion of capital
focused on investment of equity capital. He also serves as chairman of Adven Capital, a private investment firm.
Mr. Adorjan was chairman and chief executive officer of Borg-Warner Security Corporation from 1995-99. Prior
to joining Borg-Warner, Mr. Adorjan was president of Emerson Electric. He also served as chairman and chief
executive officer of ESCO Electronics Corporation from 1990-92. Mr. Adorjan serves as a director for Goss
International, HK Systems and is chairman of Bates Sales Company. He also serves on the Board of Directors of
Grand Center Inc., Ranken Technical College and is chairman of the Board of Trustees of Saint Louis University.

Dr. Muriel Battle
Dr. Muriel Battle is a retired educator, having served as Associate Superintendent, Principal, Teacher and Director of
Activities for the Columbia Public Schools. In addition, Dr. Battle served as an Adjunct Professor at the University of
Missouri-Columbia and works as an educational consultant. Dr. Battle is the author of Time Management: How to Get
Control of Your Life. She has served as President of the MU Educational Alumni, President of Delta Kappa Gamma and
President of the Women’s Network/Columbia Chamber of Commerce. Dr. Battle is a member of the Stephens College
Board of Trustees, Phi Delta Kappa, the Callaway Bank Board, Boone County Hospital Instructional Review Board,
University Medical Board, Columbia Public Schools Foundation Board and Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. She is the recipient of the Fred V. Heinkel Award from Shelter Insurance and the UMC Faculty Alumni Award. In addition, Dr. Battle
and her husband, Eliot, were the year 2000 recipients of Columbia Chamber of Commerce Citizens of the Year Award.
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Message from the Chairman
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On behalf of the Missouri Gaming Commission, it is my pleasure to present the annual report for FY 2002.
This report is submitted to comply with Section 313.837, RSMo.
The annual report contains an account of the Commission’s activities over the past year, including a summary of the status of each licensed gaming facility; a report of gaming tax and admission fee collections; an analysis of
the gaming markets in Missouri; a summary of the responsibilities and activities of each section of the Commission’s
staff; a report on the status of the gaming industry affirmative action programs; and an update on the Commission’s
programs for problem gamblers and their families.
The annual report also contains a section fulfilling the Commission’s statutory mandate to report to you on
the effect of the loss limit on the competitiveness of Missouri riverboat casinos versus gaming facilities in neighboring
jurisdictions. Once again, you will notice that the data clearly shows the loss limit renders Missouri riverboat casinos
less competitive versus its competitors in Illinois, Iowa and Mississippi. Indian casinos do not release the results of their
operations. Thus, we are not able to provide an analysis of the competitive environment versus the Indian casinos in
Kansas. However, the consistency of the data in other states suggests that these casinos, operating without a loss limit,
also enjoy a competitive advantage over casinos in Kansas City and St. Joseph.
In the past eight years of complying with this statutory mandate there has been little change in the data. It
is now clear and to our knowledge, undisputed, that the loss limit results in a competitive disadvantage for Missouri
casinos.1 Thus, in order to avoid unnecessary attention to an undisputed fact, we recommend you consider repealing
this reporting requirement, which has now become an annual redundancy.
The gaming statutes also require the Commission to suggest changes in the adjusted gross receipts tax as
provided in Section 313.822, RSMo. On pages 10-11, you will find a detailed analysis of Missouri’s gaming tax rate as it
compares to the gaming tax rates in other riverboat gambling states. In addition, the report provides the Commission’s
view of how tax rates effect the economics of gaming, the quality of the operations located in the state and the impact
of gaming taxes on employees, home dock communities, patrons and state revenues.
Another of the Commission’s statutory mandates is to provide recommendations for legislation the Commission deems advisable. While the report contains several recommended changes, there is one provision that demands
your highest consideration. The Commission uses the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) fingerprint database to
run international criminal history checks on all license applicants. In 2001, the FBI informed the Commission that
Missouri’s gaming statute does not meet federal requirements. The necessary statutory changes are minor and technical
in nature.2
The FBI is allowing the Commission to continue to access the database under a waiver provision until January 1, 2003. Unless the legislature enacts these changes, the FBI will no longer allow the Commission to access its
database beginning next year. This would be a devastating blow to the regulatory and enforcement effort. Without the
ability to access the database, the Commission will be unable to determine the suitability of applicants. Thus, unless
this legislation is enacted, Missourians who wish to obtain employment in the gaming industry will be unable to do so
after January 1, 2003.
Commission staff is working with legislators to ensure that legislation is pre-filed in December and will ask
for consideration on the consent calendar. In addition, the Commission enforcement staff hopes to be able to negotiate a temporary solution to the licensing issue with the FBI. However, there is no guarantee of success in those negotiations, thus highlighting the importance of the General Assembly’s expeditious consideration of this issue.
The Commission also recommends legislation be adopted requiring casinos to pay interest on delinquent
admission fees. A recent decision by one of the Commission’s hearing officers pointed out that the current gaming
statute provides specific language allowing the Commission to impose interest on delinquent adjusted gross receipts

1

Missouri remains the only jurisdiction in
the world with a loss limit.

2

During the last legislative session, the
Commission advocated the passage of
Senate Bill 1220, which would have corrected this problem. Although it passed as
a consent bill in the Senate, it was removed
from the consent calendar before passing the
House. It became a vehicle for a number of
gaming issues and ultimately did not receive
a ﬁnal vote in the Senate.
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taxes. However, the language is missing from the section imposing an admission fee. Thus, the Commission cannot assess interest
against delinquent admission fees until the legislature grants it the authority to do so.
The Commission granted licenses for two new casinos in FY 2002. The Mark Twain Casino in LaGrange was licensed
on July 25, 2002 and the Isle of Capri in Boonville received final approval on December 6, 2002. A diverse group of local public
and private interests demonstrated substantial community support for these projects. In the case of the casino in LaGrange,
the relicensing process revealed that it continues to enjoy widespread community support. The Boonville casino will be up for
relicensure later this year. The early results for both of the new casinos are very positive. All of the other gaming facilities seem
to be on a strong financial footing except for the President Casino, which has filed for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy protection.
The Commission said farewell to Chairman Glen Ullery in 2002. On behalf of the remaining Commissioners and the
staff, I thank Chairman Ullery for his three years of dedicated service to the Commission.
We are fortunate to welcome a new member to the Commission. Former Kansas City Chief of Police Floyd Bartch
joined the Commission on July 11, 2002. The Commission is fortunate to have someone with Chief Bartch’s extensive background in law enforcement. His appointment fulfills the statutory requirement that the Commission reflect experience in law
enforcement and civil and criminal investigations.
Since this will be my last involvement with the annual report process, I want to convey my appreciation to the Governor and the members of the General Assembly for their strong support of the Commission’s regulatory efforts. Together we
have established a national reputation for integrity and strict enforcement of the gaming laws of this state. While some may still
disagree with the voters’ decision to vote in favor of riverboat gambling, I believe everyone feels we have done a good job in
regulating gambling in Missouri. We have used the regulatory process to select quality casino operators. When casino operators
have strayed from our stringent standards, we have not hesitated to appropriately punish the wrongdoers and on several occasions, when it was deemed appropriate, to see to their removal and replacement by operators who are prepared to fully comply
with Missouri’s statutes and gaming regulations. I am also pleased to note all of the local communities that have gaming boats
report a high degree of satisfaction with the local operators.
The Gaming Commission also takes pride in the fact that Missouri continues to be a national leader in identifying
compulsive gamblers and then providing the help they need.
Also, I want to take this opportunity to express the pride the Commission has in the quality of the staff that is handling
the regulation of the gaming business. It is a hard working and dedicated group. It is also my pleasure to report that despite the
large sums of money involved in the operation and taxing of the gaming boats there has never been any hint of financial corruption on the part of any member of the staff or Commission.
It has been my privilege to serve with Tom Irwin, Mel Fisher and Kevin Mullally, who are the three men who have
served as executive director of the Gaming Commission since its inception in 1994. All three of these men have provided outstanding leadership in the regulation and development of successful gaming in Missouri. Also, I feel we are fortunate to be able to
look ahead to the future knowing we have the quality of leadership provided by our present executive director, Kevin Mullally.
I am sure the members of the Commission and the staff will continue to strive to improve the regulatory process. We
have been fortunate in Missouri to have the full support of both the executive and legislative branches of government who have
shown their willingness to allow the Commission the freedom and independence to do its job. I am confident this support and
cooperation will continue in the future so Missouri will continue to derive the benefits from the jobs and extra tax funds that the
gaming industry provides and still maintain the integrity of gaming the people of this state deserve.
In closing, it has been a privilege to serve on the Missouri Gaming Commission. First under Governor Carnahan, who
originally appointed me, and then under Governor Holden who designated me as chairman. While hesitant to accept the appointment as a Commissioner, I have found the work both interesting and challenging.
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Message from the Executive Director
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Like all other agencies in state government, the Gaming Commission has devoted itself over
the past year struggling to find ways to continue to provide adequate service in the face of dwindling
resources. The Commission receives no general revenue and is funded entirely from fees paid by
gaming operators. However, the shortage of officers available to the Missouri State Highway Patrol
and the increased need for homeland security has resulted in severe cutbacks in the officers available to
assign to the regulation of gaming.
As the chart on the following page depicts, the total number of patrol officers assigned to road
duty is greater now than it was before the first riverboats were licensed in 1994. The troopers assigned
to riverboats in the mid-1990s came from an increase in new recruits. However, the recent increase in
demand for law enforcement personnel has resulted in an alarming number of patrol officers leaving
for higher paying jobs with other departments. In addition, the nationwide demand for qualified law
enforcement personnel has caused the number of people entering new recruiting classes to fall off
sharply.
The combined effect of these factors has left the Commission field enforcement staff at
dangerously low levels. Such staffing levels put Commission agents almost entirely in a reactive mode,
only able to respond to emergencies or attend to the highest priority issues. In contrast to recent years
during which the Commission established its elite reputation as a strict enforcer of gaming laws, agents
are unable to take proactive measures to discover or prevent unlawful activity.
As explained on page 13, we have seen a noticeable decline in the number of arrests, which
we believe is directly correlated to the shortage of agents. The Commission and its staff understand
the increased demand placed on the Highway Patrol and the shortage of resources throughout state
government. We appreciate the efforts of the Highway Patrol leadership to work with us to avoid crisis
level staffing shortages. If these trends continue, it will become apparent that creative solutions will
be necessary to address the staffing needs. We look forward to working with the General Assembly
to solve these problems so that we can once again provide a proactive presence at Missouri casinos
intent on protecting the public, securing public assets, maintaining regulatory integrity and preventing
criminal activity.
In June 2002, the staff presented its analysis of the St. Louis metropolitan area gaming market
to the Commission. The analysis clearly shows that there is unmet demand for gaming product in the
southern region of the metro area.
As the Commission cautiously approaches market expansion, a primary goal is to accept only
the highest quality gaming operation. It will also look favorably upon options to upgrade or replace
existing facilities to make the current marketplace more efficient. Furthermore, the Commission staff
agrees with St. Louis Mayor Francis Slay that the casino in downtown St. Louis is not representative of
the quality of facilities we have come to expect in Missouri. Thus, the city is pursuing a developer for
an upgraded facility in downtown St. Louis that offers the quality and non-gaming amenities similar to
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those in suburban St. Louis and the Kansas City metropolitan area.
Although the staff had originally scheduled consideration of expansion projects in the St. Louis market
to begin in September, the recent bankruptcy filing by President Casinos, Inc. and the downturn in the national
economic markets has persuaded the Commission to delay the beginning of this process until early 2003.
On pages 30-33 of this report you will find an account of the Commission’s problem gambling programs. Missouri continues to receive international accolades for its innovative approach to problem gambling
prevention and the assistance it provides to those who become problem gamblers. We hope each of you will
take time to view the Missouri Alliance to Curb Problem Gambling’s video educating young people about the
dangers of addictions. I am certain it will win a number of awards. I am also impressed that it was created and
produced entirely by state employees and volunteers, including many children of state employees.
The Governor’s office continues to provide the staff with excellent leadership through the appointment of quality Commissioners. The staff has benefited greatly from the experience and wisdom of this group
of citizens who sacrifice a great deal in the course of their public service. They are called upon to make difficult decisions about controversial subjects and we hope you recognize their vital contribution to the effective
regulation of gaming in Missouri.
Finally, I take this opportunity to express my appreciation and gratitude for another year of outstanding work by the Gaming Commission staff. The budget crisis has placed state employees in a difficult position.
The staff is responding positively to our quest to establish a more competitive atmosphere within the workplace
and our emphasis on the need to continually strive to get better. Yet budget shortfalls have left them without
pay increases for the past two years. State employees understand that with government service comes certain
sacrifices. However, we cannot ignore the fact that our staff is working smarter and harder than they were two
years ago, but are, in effect, being paid less for their efforts. While there are many important causes that have
suffered during these difficult times, we hope policy makers recognize the important contribution of the state’s
employees and place their financial needs among the highest priorities in the upcoming fiscal year.
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Section 313.837 Report on Competitiveness
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Introduction
Section 313.837, RSMo, requires the Commission to report annually to the General Assembly
“the status of the competitiveness of Missouri excursion gambling boats when compared to the
gaming tax rate of adjoining states and the effects of the loss limits imposed by subdivision (3) of
Section 313.805, RSMo, on the competitiveness of the gaming industry in Missouri.” The Commission issued its first comprehensive report on this issue to you in 1996.1 The report informed you that
the loss limit made Missouri riverboat casinos less attractive to patrons and had the effect of driving
Missouri residents to gaming facilities in neighboring jurisdictions. It resulted in fewer customers and
lower rates of customer spending.
For six consecutive years, the supporting data has not changed. Meanwhile, each year when the
Commission issues its report, some chastise the Commission by erroneously claiming it is seeking repeal
of the loss limit. The Commission faces this criticism even though each report clearly states that it is
fulfilling its statutory obligation to report to you on the effect of the loss limit on competitiveness.
As the following analysis indicates, once again the data shows the loss limit renders Missouri
riverboat casinos less competitive than their neighbors without loss limits. This finding should be neither surprising nor controversial. Thus, it appears clear the time has come to repeal the requirement to
report on this subject in future annual reports. The Commission asks that you consider such legislation. It would be more helpful to request a study to determine whether the loss limit has any effect on
problem gamblers. To date, no one has presented any evidence that the loss limit deters people from
becoming problem gamblers. Some hypothesize the loss limit acts as a braking mechanism to slow the
losses of problem gamblers. Either subject seems a more useful topic for research and discussion than
the loss limit’s effect on competitiveness, an issue that is clearly settled.
Competitive Impact of Missouri’s Gaming Tax Rate
The gaming tax rates imposed on riverboat gaming operations in Missouri have not changed
since the first licenses were issued in May 1994. Missouri law imposes an 18% tax on the adjusted gross
receipts (AGR) of riverboat gaming operators.2 In addition, a local tax of 2% on AGR is collected by
the state and distributed to each home dock city or county.3
The statute also imposes an admission fee on the operators of excursion gambling boats in the
amount of two dollars ($2) per patron, per excursion, which is split between the home dock community
and the state.4 Furthermore, pursuant to Section 313.824, RSMo, excursion gambling boat operators
are charged for the costs of gaming agents who are assigned to the riverboats with the responsibility
of protecting the public. While the cost of Commission agents varies with each operation, the average
annual cost is approximately $597,000 per gaming facility. These costs are important in determining the
effective gaming tax rate.
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1

Prior to 1996, there was insufﬁcient data to
provide any meaningful commentary on the
effect of the loss limit on competitiveness.

2

Adjusted gross receipts are deﬁned by Section 313.800, RSMo, as “the gross receipts
from licensed gambling games and devices
less the winnings paid to wagerers.”
In other words, the amount the casino
“wins” from patrons. It is often referred to as
“casino win”. The tax on AGR is set
forth in Section 313.822, RSMo.

3

Section 313.822, RSMo.

4

Section 313.820, RSMo.
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Effective Gaming Tax Rate
States that have legalized gaming have devised a variety of different taxes, fees and assessments that
apply to casino operators. In addition, varying regulatory policies have a significant impact on the amount of
revenue a casino generates. In order to compare the effects of such policy decisions, industry analysts and
those who research public policy issues related to gaming have devised a simple formula to compare the public
costs paid by gaming operators in various states. Commonly referred to as the “effective tax rate,” the formula
is simply the total of all gaming taxes, fees and assessments as a percentage of gross revenue.5
The effective tax rate is a helpful tool on at least two levels. First, it consolidates into one number
all gaming taxes, fees and assessments that casino operators are required to pay. These expenses are typically
separated in public report tables and it becomes difficult to evaluate the total costs being paid by a casino operator in order to maintain the privilege of being licensed. In addition, assessments against a licensee for various
regulatory activities are often not reflected in the revenue reports that are distributed by the states.6 However,
these costs can be significant and must be considered in evaluating the effect of taxes and regulations on the
economic impact of gaming.
The effective tax rate is instructive in comparing the impact of varying state regulatory schemes on
gaming revenues. When regulations limit the amount of revenue a gaming facility can generate, it will be
reflected in the effective tax rate. Naturally, there are some instances, such as the $500 loss limit in Missouri or
the betting limits in Colorado or South Dakota, where the policy objective is intended to reduce revenue. In
such cases, the effective tax rate is a useful tool in analyzing the cost of those policy objectives.
The effective tax rate is also a good indicator for evaluating many ramifications of tax policy. For
instance, a good case can be made that graduated tax rates on gross casino revenue act as a deterrent to capital
investment. When a company decides to commit additional capital to a casino property, it naturally expects to
generate additional revenue to earn a reasonable return on its investment. However, if tax rates are graduated
up, the casino company must consider the fact that any new injection of capital must generate substantially
higher returns than existing capital in order to cover the cost of the higher tax rate. The higher taxes will be
reflected in the company’s effective tax rate. While other market forces such as the quality of the operation,
access to the property and demographics must be considered, the effective tax rate provides a good base comparison of state regulatory schemes.

5

The formula only includes taxes and fees
that are unique to the gaming industry. Therefore, such things as state income or sales
tax are not included.

6

For instance, Section 313.824, RSMo.
requires that the riverboat gambling operators reimburse the Commission for the full
cost of the staff necessary to protect the
public. Last year this resulted in an average
annual cost of $597,000 per gaming facility.
However, these costs are not included in the
revenue report issued by the Commission.
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The Competitiveness of the Missouri Tax Rate
Historically, Missouri has consistently been one of the two or three states with the highest gaming tax
rates. While Missouri is still considered a high tax state, Illinois recently enacted a very large tax increase that
clearly sets it apart as the state with the highest tax rate. In 2002, Illinois raised the rates of its graduated tax as
shown on the following page.
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The current tax structure in Missouri has identifiable advantages over Illinois’ graduated
system. Because gaming taxes in both states are based on gross revenue, the tax rates do not take into
account risk or profitability. Missouri’s flat tax assesses each operator at the same rate regardless of the
amount of capital invested (risk) or the degree of financial success (profitability). In contrast, Illinois’
graduated tax rate gives preference to those operators who have invested small amounts of capital in
the state, thus placing less at risk, while similarly ignoring whether the operation is profitable. Thus,
in Illinois it is possible that the most profitable operations in the state might be contributing the least
to the state’s economy through capital investment, jobs and taxes because they are being taxed at the
lowest rate – a “reward” for investing less than their competitors.
In contrast to Illinois, Missouri’s flat tax on adjusted gross receipts is more conducive to larger
capital investments, thus producing more attractive facilities with more non-gaming amenities. More
importantly, Missouri’s tax rate does not punish operators for reinvesting. As mentioned in last year’s
annual report, Missouri operators have reinvested 59% of their operating cash flow back into their
facilities.7 An operator invests new capital into a facility expecting to realize an increase in revenues. In
Illinois, operators who reinvest will be rewarded with a higher tax rate. The Commission views this as
ill-advised economic policy that should not be adopted in this state.
Missouri continues to rank in the top tier in terms of effective gaming tax rates. It is possible that a modest increase in the tax rate may be able to be absorbed by the industry without adverse
economic consequences to Missouri, if it is accompanied by other policy changes that allow gaming
operators to be more consumer-friendly, such as the elimination of the loss limit. However, any large
tax increases like those enacted recently in Illinois and Indiana are likely to have negative long-term
economic effects on the state of Missouri. It will deter capital investment, cost jobs, and in the final
analysis, is likely to result in less gaming tax revenue because operations will shrink in order to more
efficiently bear the costs of the
increased pre-expense tax burden.8

7

Missouri Gaming Commission Annual
Report for FY 2001, page 28.

8
In formulating gaming tax policy, it is
important to remember that these rather
unique taxes are paid prior to determining
whether the business is proﬁtable. Admission fees and gross receipts taxes are “ﬁrst
priority” expenses and must be paid before
the gaming operator pays its employees, debt
service, utilities, suppliers, etc. Thus, when a
gaming company is operating at a net loss, it
still incurs signiﬁcant tax liability.
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Effect of the Loss Limit on Competitiveness
Missouri operators continue to be at a competitive disadvantage when compared with gaming operators in neighboring states with no loss limits. The disadvantage continues despite expansion efforts and new
property developments, which have produced facilities that are larger, provide superior comfort and more nongaming amenities than their competitors in other states. For the eighth consecutive year, the data clearly shows
that the loss limit reduced customer counts and gaming revenue. The inconvenience of the loss limit results in
the export of Missouri gaming customers to other states and the loss of potential gaming revenue from local
gamers and tourists.
This proposition is supported not only by the chart below, but also by the fact that Illinois riverboats
are capturing a larger market share than that state’s population base represents. Missouri residents account for
77% of the St. Louis metropolitan area population base.9 However, Missouri casinos in the St. Louis metropolitan area capture only 65% of the gaming revenue market. This equates to an inequity of $93 million in
relation to gaming revenue and $27 million in state and local taxes per year. It should be noted the inequity has
decreased over the last year, likely due to improvements at the Missouri casinos.
The Commission has spent thousands of hours working to improve enforcement of the loss limit.
The Commission has and will continue to vigorously enforce the loss limit. The Commission has fined casinos
$839,200 for loss limit violations. Please note the above findings are intended to satisfy the Commission’s statutory mandate to report annually to the General Assembly on the effects of the loss limit on the competitiveness
of the gaming industry in Missouri. The enactment of any changes in policy as a result of these findings are
obviously the purview of the General Assembly and the Governor.

9

U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000.
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* Win Per Patron (WPP) is the amount
the casino wins, on average, from
each patron.
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Organizational Structure
Executive Director

Kevin Mullally, Executive Director
The Executive Director is the Missouri Gaming Commission’s chief operations officer. The
Executive Director is responsible for daily operations and the policy of the staff, including the administration of the Commission’s $3.6 million budget. The Executive Director also serves as the primary
liaison between the Commissioners and the staff.
Enforcement

Steve Johnson, Deputy Director

13
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Existing property expansion, new casino openings and the evolution of electronic gaming
devices formed the nucleus of the enforcement section’s operations during this fiscal year. Hundreds
of staff hours were expended in the investigatory processes attendant to the opening of the Isle of
Capri casino in Boonville and the withdrawal of Isle’s proposal for a casino in the Jefferson County
area. In addition, many staff hours were expended in ensuring the suitability of the Ameristar St.Charles property expansion from a regulatory viewpoint. Careful and comprehensive investigation
by experienced agent-officers is necessary to ensure the integrity of gambling as well as the protection
of assets and patron safety.
Other considerations that have required a focused enforcement staff effort include, but are
not limited to, cashless wagering, slot integrity monitoring systems and the development of a meaningful dialogue with charitable gaming entities designed to facilitate the regulation of this industry.
Statistically, charitable gaming in Missouri has continued to decline and we feel it is important to ensure
that regulation and enforcement not be a significant consideration in this decline. While we remain
sensitive to the dynamics of this industry, we have devised a no-tolerance policy designed to revoke
the licensed status of charitable gaming sponsors who insist on augmenting their organization’s cash
reserves through the use of illegal gaming devices on or at their properties. We have noticed a measurable decline in the numbers of complaints of illegal devices by charitable licensees, presumably as a
result of our policy.
Readers of this report will notice a subtle decline in the numbers of arrests made by agentofficers assigned to the Missouri Gaming Commission.1 This decline may be attributed to several factors, the most notable being the reduction in the number of agent-officers assigned to the Gaming
Commission. The Highway Patrol, in today’s fiscal climate, continues to experience difficulty in attracting and compensating officers to replace those leaving the agency for various reasons. These acrossthe-board shortages have resulted in a smaller agent-officer contingent and correspondingly fewer

1

Total arrests for FY 2001 were 1,688. In
2002, 1,273 arrests were made. This is a
reduction of 415 arrests.
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arrests. These considerations aside, our agent-officers have investigated several significant slot machine theft
cases, made arrests and secured convictions at the federal level for these crimes.
The following information is offered as a summary of the activities of the various units assigned to the
enforcement section.
Audit - The audit staff performs independent audits, reviews and investigations to identify and document noncompliance with laws, policies and procedures. Auditors recommend corrective actions related to
internal controls and interpretation of policy and work closely with agent-officers in follow-up investigations
arising out of audit findings as well as agent initiated cases. The audit staff complies with the Standards for
the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing and Government Audit Standards. All audits are conducted in
accordance with the standards for Professional Practices of Internal Auditing. Gaming is a very sophisticated
business, more so today than ever before as a result of complex slot machine management systems. The industry is experiencing increasing automation in virtually every facet of this business from mixed drink delivery
systems to electronic access control systems. In an attempt to adequately monitor and audit these functions, we
have assigned a Commission auditor to each of the properties licensed in Missouri and are relying on a team
approach to conduct comprehensive audits where indicated. During FY 2002, the audit staff prepared 37 audit
reports reflecting the results of audits of casino operations.
Licensing – The licensing staff coordinates and implements the licensing of excursion gambling
boats (Class A), issuance of Class A liquor licenses, licensing of suppliers of gambling games and administers
License 2001, a statewide licensing program, which contains information on 15,172 Level I, Level II and service technician occupational licensees. License 2001 provides the Commission a vehicle to license and track all
occupational licenses, as well as generate a monthly invoice for fees associated with applications, licenses issued,
duplicate licenses and renewals for Level I, Level II and service technician occupational licenses.
During FY 2002, licensing, enforcement and IT staff were instrumental in the opening of Mark Twain
Casino in LaGrange, with the processing of approximately 300 applicants, and Isle of Capri-Boonville, with the
processing of over 700 applicants. The end of FY 2002 was the start-up of mass employee processing for the
expansion of Ameristar - St. Charles with the anticipated licensing of 1,000 additional Level II employees.
Occupational gaming licenses issued statewide for FY 2002 totaled over 5,000, and renewals totaled
approximately 6,500.
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Training - During this fiscal year, our training laboratory became fully operational. This laboratory
permits the duplication of casino floor operations to include surveillance and slot machine maintenance. We
have expanded our curriculum to include instruction to industry representatives related to responsible gaming,
Commission rules and regulations and fraudulent ID/underage detection. In addition to industry representatives, surrounding states that have casino gambling have sent agents to our schools. We have also hosted pre-
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sentations from national credit card chains related to card fraud and from the Immigration and U. S.
Naturalization Service on issues related to its function as it relates to our regulatory role. We have provided instruction to approximately 1,000 industry employees at their respective properties. We remain
committed to providing the training necessary to facilitate our regulatory role in Missouri.
Charitable Gaming – The bingo enforcement section of the charitable games division seized
23 illegal gambling devices during FY 2002 containing approximately $3,963 in cash. The Missouri
Gaming Commission has emphasized repeatedly to charitable organizations that gambling devices will
not be tolerated in the bingo halls. The Administrative Hearing Commission has upheld a number of
discipline cases involving illegal gambling devices, which resulted in approximately $11,920 found in 54
previously seized gambling devices being turned over to the county school fund in each county where
the devices were obtained. See more detailed information on charitable gaming on pages 27-29.
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Pari-Mutuel Horse Racing – Pari-Mutuel Horse Racing was established in the State of Missouri with the enactment of Senate Bill 572 in 1986. This allowed for wagering on the outcome of
horse races in which those who wager purchase tickets of various denominations on a horse or horses
in one or more races. To this date no track has been established in the state. The Gaming Commission
was assigned the responsibility for governing pari-mutuel horse racing from the Missouri Horse Racing
Commission in 1997.
Missouri State Highway Patrol – The Gaming Division of the Highway Patrol, pursuant
to a memorandum of understanding with the Gaming Commission, provides criminal and regulatory enforcement of gaming operations within the state. Under the command of Captain Robert
Bloomberg, the division is divided into four sections: Eastern District Enforcement, Western District
Enforcement, Background Investigations and Administrative Services. The enforcement districts are
responsible for enforcing Missouri statutes and Commission regulations on licensed casino properties.
The background unit conducts investigations of individuals, companies and suppliers applying for
licensure with the Commission, as well as persons applying for employment with the Gaming Commission. The background unit has a section that is responsible for regulating charitable games in Missouri.
The administrative services section oversees the collection and preservation of evidence and property,
division training, criminal records, case management and special projects performed by the Gaming
Division.
Charges listed in the chart on the following page were filed as a result of arrests made by troopers assigned to the Gaming Division from July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2002.
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Administration
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Debbie Ferguson, Deputy Director
The administration section of the Missouri Gaming Commission is responsible for managing all fiscal,
personnel and recordkeeping resources of the agency. In addition, the administration section provides support
services to 107 Commission employees and, pursuant to a memorandum of understanding, to 100 Highway
Patrol officers assigned to the Commission. This section oversees budget development, revenue collection,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, cost accounting, procurement, facilities management, support services,
human resources, asset inventory and records management. The most significant change for the section in FY
2002 is the addition of a second personnel analyst II.
The second personnel analyst II position allowed for specialization of services in the human resources
recruitment and selection section. The new personnel analyst II conducted a career development analysis for
the staff. The focus was to help the organization by identifying employee career needs, desires, and problems
and to collect information in an effort to establish future planning initiatives. These counseling sessions confirmed that the organization is in good condition. An overwhelming majority of the employees reported they
are satisfied with their jobs and optimistic for the future.
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The analysis resulted in development of a new performance evaluation form, general counseling form, employee orientation program and appointment of an employee representative.
The administration section developed and implemented a new employee identification badge
during this past year utilizing its current badging system. The new identification badge went into effect
in June 2002.
Goal setting was a key component for the administration section during 2002. During this
process a new mission statement for administration was developed and cross training of staff was
identified and implemented.
The following data shows the proceeds, including interest earned, from riverboat gaming and
charitable bingo for education and veterans:

17
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The Missouri Gaming Commission follows Section 313.835, RSMo, for operating fund transfers. It
states: “All revenue received by the Commission from license fees, penalites, administrative fees, reimbursements by any excursion gambling boat operators for services provided by the Commission and admission fees
authorized pursuant to the provisions of Section 313.800 to 313.850 shall be deposited in the state treasury
to the credit of the Gaming Commission Fund which is hereby created for the sole purpose of funding the
administrative costs of the Commission, subject to appropriation.”
The statute also provides that the remaining net proceeds in the Gaming Commission Fund for each
fiscal year are distributed to one of three funds in amounts defined in the statute. As a result, the amounts
below have been transferred since the inception of the Gaming Commission Fund.
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Legal and Legislative Affairs
Patricia Churchill, Deputy Director
The legal and legislative affairs section provides legal advice to the Commissioners, Executive Director
and other Commission staff regarding riverboat and charitable gaming issues. The section assists the Commission in its quest to ensure riverboats, bingo organizations, suppliers and individual licensees abide by all laws
and rules of the Commission; in particular, Commission lawyers are responsible for drafting proposed disciplines against licensees for violations of laws or rules and presenting those disciplines to the Commission. The
legal staff also serves as a liaison with the Attorney General’s office regarding discipline appeals and related
matters.
In FY 2002, 16 disciplines were imposed on Class A excursion gambling boat licensees. Seven of
these disciplines have appeals currently pending. The remaining nine disciplines resulted in fines ranging from
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$5,000 to $250,000 for violations including late tax remittals, audit violations and misrepresentation to
the Commission.
Level I licensees hold gaming licenses for key positions and occupational positions including
managers, controllers and any other persons who conduct an occupation within a riverboat gaming
operation and who are directed by the Commission to file a Level I application. In FY 2002, one Level
I licensee was disciplined, receiving a 30-day suspension. The Commission has proposed denial of one
Level I applicant. The applicant’s appeal of the proposed denial is currently pending.
Level II licensees hold gaming licenses for occupational positions such as dealers, slot machine
technicians and cocktail servers, to name a few. Disciplines were proposed against 164 Level II licensees. Of the 164 disciplinary actions proposed against Level II licensees, 33 were license revocations, 69
were license suspensions, seven were reprimands and 55 were denials of permanent licensure.
Disciplines imposed in the bingo section have ranged from written reprimands, to license
suspensions, and in a few rare cases, license revocation. In the past year, 11 bingo organization licenses
were fined and suspended and three organizations surrendered their licenses after the discovery of
illegal gambling devices in bingo halls.
The legal and legislative section also serves as the liaison for legislative issues. As noted in
the Chairman’s message, we will be seeking some minor changes in the gaming statute so Missouri’s
gaming statute meets federal requirements. These changes will ensure the Commission can continue
to access the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) fingerprint database to run international criminal
history checks on all license applicants. The Commission sought these changes during the 2002 legislative session; however, the bill became a vehicle for several other gaming provisions, including, among
others, removal of the $500 loss limit and an increase in the gaming tax and admission fee. These issues
were the subject of vigorous debate and the bill ultimately died.
Commission staff is working with legislators to ensure this fingerprint legislation is pre-filed in
December and will ask for consideration on the consent calendar.
The Commission will also seek legislation requiring casinos to pay interest on delinquent
admission fees. A recent decision by one of the Commission’s hearing officers pointed out that the
current gaming statute provides specific language allowing the Commission to impose interest on
delinquent adjusted gross receipt taxes. The language is missing, however, from the section imposing
an admission fee. Thus, the Commission cannot assess interest against delinquent admission fees until
the legislature grants it the authority to do so.
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Corporate Securities and Finance
Jim Oberkirsch, Chief Financial Analyst
The primary functions of the corporate securities and finance section are financial reporting, gaming
market analysis, financial suitability analysis of reported transactions and tax collection.
The Commission provides a monthly public market statistics report on the Commission’s website.2 The
report provides data on adjusted gross receipts (gaming revenue), patron volume, admission counts and the
amounts of the gaming tax and admission fees collected.
The corporate securities and finance section is responsible for the analysis of the gaming markets in
Missouri for the purpose of providing the senior staff with information they need to make decisions regarding
expansion, rule changes and regulatory resolutions. Regarding expansion, the goal is to determine the timing,
number and placement of additional casinos. The Commission’s charge is to issue licenses to applicants that
best serve the interests of the citizens of Missouri. In order to fulfill this responsibility, the Commission evaluates many factors, including whether new gaming capacity can be added to the market without unduly impacting previously licensed facilities. The Commission, in evaluating proposals for additional licenses, focuses on
creating incremental growth, expansion of tax revenues, ancillary economic development and employment.
Furthermore, it carefully scrutinizes the level of community support and the ability of the developer to minimize the negative social and economic impact of the facility. Thus, Missourians can expect the Commission to
deal with expansion issues in a cautious and prudent manner that includes a lengthy public process. However,
should a facility become substandard, fall into disrepair or otherwise become non-competitive, the Commission
would be forced to consider new projects in that market of better quality that meet the high standards it sets
for licensees.
The section also examines licensee company business transactions, including the issuance of debt or
equity acquisitions, mergers and others. This analysis is done to determine whether the financial suitability of
the gaming entity will be impaired due to the transaction and whether any regulatory action is necessary.
Another function of the corporate securities and finance section is the collection of the gaming tax
and admission fees assessed upon casino licensees by statute. The critical role of the tax auditors is to audit the
approximately 4,200 tax returns for accuracy and completeness. They also perform on-site tax audits, which
reconcile documentation to the tax returns.
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Gaming Market Report
Introduction
This section provides an overview of the statewide and regional gaming markets. The Commission
closely monitors the markets to determine whether they merit additional capacity. The Commission’s charge
is to issue licenses to applicants best serving the interests of the citizens of Missouri.1 In order to fulfill this
responsibility, the Commission evaluates each market to determine whether it can add new gaming capacity
without unduly affecting previously licensed facilities.2
The Commission, in evaluating proposals for additional licenses, focuses on creating incremental
growth, expansion of tax revenues, ancillary economic development and employment. Furthermore, it carefully
scrutinizes the level of community support and the ability of the developer to minimize the negative social and
economic impact of the facility. Thus, Missourians can expect the Commission to deal with expansion issues in
a cautious and prudent manner that includes a lengthy public process.
However, should a facility become substandard, fall into disrepair or otherwise become non-competitive, the Commission would be forced to consider new projects of better quality that meet the high standards
it sets for licensees. Operators of substandard facilities should not expect protection from the Commission. To
the contrary, if a licensee allows its property to deteriorate and become inferior, it should expect the Commission to examine new projects that are more operationally sound.

1

Section 313.805(1), RSMo.

2

This is only one of many criteria the Commission evaluates when considering licensure found in 11 CSR 45-4.080.
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Statewide Market
Statewide gaming revenue topped out at just over $1.2 billion in FY 2002, a 16% increase over the prior
fiscal year. The gain reflects, in part, the two new casinos which opened during the fiscal year, generating nearly
$60 million in gaming revenue. Excluding the new casinos, gaming revenue increased 10% on a 6% decline in
patron volume, offset by a 16% increase in Win Per Patron (WPP). WPP is the amount the casino wins, on
average, from each patron. The decline in patron volume generally reflects fewer annual visits per patron as
the casinos are primarily marketing to a core group of established gamblers as opposed to the masses. The
increase in WPP was driven by the slot business thanks to a new generation of video, interactive and themed
slot machines. These machines are typically nickel machines, which carry a higher slot hold percentage.
Based on the trend showing flat patron volume and stabilizing WPP, and the lack of new catalysts for
growth, the Commission expects slow growth in general from the casinos in Missouri in the coming fiscal year.
The table on the following page offers a statewide statistical comparison of FY 2001 and FY 2002.
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Kansas City Market
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The Kansas City market posted gaming revenue of $596 million for the fiscal year, an 8%
increase over the prior year. The Kansas City market followed the statewide trends with regard to
patron volume and WPP. Harrah’s again beat out Ameristar for the top spot in the market, while
Argosy beat the Isle for third place, but by a much narrower margin than in past fiscal years. In terms
of gaming revenue, the Kansas City market moved into twelfth place, from fourteenth, out of the 34
markets in the United States.
Argosy has begun construction of their $105 million expansion in Riverside, which will likely
open in the first half of FY 2004. The expansion will feature a barge in a basin containing 50% more
gaming space than the current boat, as well as additional amenities.
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St. Louis Market
The Missouri boats in the St. Louis market posted strong growth with gaming revenue of $506 million, a 14% increase over the prior year. Again, the increase came despite lower patron volume. The President
and Ameristar both recorded growth in excess of 20%. The coming fiscal year will likely see slower growth
as WPP stabilizes. The $190 million Ameristar expansion, which opened in August of 2002, nearly tripled the
size of the casino and features seven dining and entertainment venues.
The Illinois boats in the St. Louis market posted gaming revenue of $277 million, roughly the same as
last year. The Illinois boats captured 35% of the gaming revenue in the St. Louis market, down from 38% in
the prior year, partly due to the President becoming more competitive against the Casino Queen. 3
In terms of gaming revenue, the total St. Louis market, including Illinois, continues to rank tenth out
of 34 markets in the United States.
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3
While the President has become more competitive against the Casino Queen following
its move north in early 2001, it continues
its qualitative slide when compared to other
Missouri casinos. The President’s total capital investment during its eight years of licensure is a distant last among metropolitan area
licensees and most industry observers would
rank the physical plant of the Isle of Capri
in Boonville as far superior to the President’s
facility on the St. Louis riverfront.
Failed investments in Pennsylvania, New
York, Louisiana, Mississippi and Indiana contributed to a pile of corporate debt that recently
led to bankruptcy ﬁlings by the parent corporation and its Missouri subsidiary. The Commission staff is currently evaluating the St.
Louis metropolitan market. During this process it will closely scrutinize the President’s
willingness and ability to develop a quality
property in downtown St. Louis similar to
those we have come to expect from metropolitan area licensees.
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The failure of the President to develop a
quality facility in downtown St. Louis has
drawn the attention of St. Louis Mayor Francis Slay. Appearing before the Commission
on May 23, 2002, Mayor Slay requested that
the Commission, “require the President to
submit a viable economic plan for increasing investment, job creation and tax revenue
- a plan to make the President a destination
attraction and a crown jewel of downtown St.
Louis. We ask that you insist that this plan be
submitted in the very near future, and that it
be carried out. The President’s owners should
have a chance to improve their casino’s economic performance. But they should come up
with their improvement plan very soon, and
they should demonstrate that they can get
it done. In the alternative, the Commission
should consider licensing new casino projects
along the Riverfront - and encouraging developers to propose new projects.”
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Other Markets
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The small market casinos increased by two during the fiscal year as the Mark Twain Casino
opened in LaGrange on July 25, 2001, and the Isle of Capri opened in Boonville on December 6, 2001.
Both casinos are doing well and will likely hit their targets in terms of annual gaming revenue.
The existing small market casinos in Caruthersville and St. Joseph both posted slow growth
of 3% for the fiscal year. The results again reflect fewer patrons offset by higher WPP. A slowdown in
the regional economies of these markets will likely lead to a decline in gaming revenue for the coming
fiscal year.
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Slot Machine Evolution

The slot machine business has gone through a noteworthy evolution over the last couple of years. The
days when the three-reeled spinning slots ruled the casino floor are over. They are being replaced by a new wave
of interactive video machines. These machines are themed with popular TV shows, movies, games or other
trademarks. They allow the slot player to play up to 180 coins at a time with as many as 20 pay lines. They are
typically set-up to take play in increments of a dime, nickel or even a penny or two. This lower denomination
category is somewhat of an illusion because a nickel machine set-up to play 90 coins yields a maximum play of
$4.50, where a quarter machine set-up to play three coins has a maximum play of only 75 cents.
The wide-spread distribution in Missouri of these new slot machines hinged on the passing of legislation which expanded the definition of token to include electronic credits. 4 This change gave the slot player the
ability to receive slot machine credits by inserting paper currency into slot machines equipped with bill validators without inserting a physical token.
The financial returns from these devices indicate that consumer demand has driven this migration. In
FY 2000 quarter slots generated 54% of the casino slot revenue, while the lower denomination slots generated
only 13%. In FY 2002 the quarter slots accounted for 39% of the casino slot revenue, while the lower denomination slots generated 33%.
The shift has been profitable for the casinos. While patron volume has fallen over the last couple of
years, gaming revenue continues to increase. Each patron on average is spending more money per visit, due in
a large part to the slot evolution described. The lower denomination machines carry a higher casino slot hold
percentage, therefore, for each dollar played through the new generation of slot machines, the casinos are realizing more revenue. The weighted average slot hold percentage has jumped from 5.7% in FY 2000 to 6.7% in
FY 2002.
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Charitable Gaming
Charitable gaming includes licensed bingo and associated games such as pull-tabs, merchandise coin boards and other “free” no-charge promotional events. The operation of these games is
restricted to qualified licensed, religious, charitable, fraternal, veteran and service organizations.
The number of bingo licensees continues to decline each year with a total of 550 regular
licensees in FY 2002. This is down approximately 26 licensees from the previous fiscal year. The chart
below reflects the total decline over the past three years.
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Staffing of the bingo division was reduced in the past year. The administrative staff was
reduced by 20 percent while the number of enforcement officers assigned to the bingo division was
reduced by one third.
During FY 2001, the Commission approved a regulation that allows charitable game operators to use Electronic Bingo Card Monitoring Devices without printed bingo paper. The devices were
required to be tested by an independent testing laboratory before approval would be given for the
licensee to operate The first operator was approved for electronics without bingo paper in January
2002. A total of 26 bingo operators were approved to operate without paper during FY 2002.
Net proceeds from charitable games are required by the Missouri Constitution to be used for
religious, charitable or philanthropic purposes of the organization. The chart on the following page
reflects the donations expended from the net proceeds earned from charitable game activities during
FY 2001.
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The charitable games section is committed to improving communication with the charitable organizations. For the past several years, the Commission has conducted seminars around the state. While a number of
organizations participated in the seminars, the majority of charitable game operators were not participating.
In FY 2002 the Commission expanded its efforts to encourage two-way communication with all charitable game operators. A newsletter was prepared which summarized several topics we felt were important for
the operators. It also included a short survey in hopes of receiving input from everyone on a variety of topics.
The survey appeared to be well received and return comments were obtained from operators who were unable
to attend the regional seminars.
The enforcement section conducted 35 inspections during FY 2002, and the audit section assisted with
23 of the inspections. In addition, the audit section conducted 55 audits, including bingo product manufacturers, suppliers and charity game operators. Audits and/or inspections are generally initiated by complaints from
players or members of the organizations. The bingo section received 110 complaints, 93 of which were com-
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pleted in the same year. A number of the audits conducted were done to assist operators in setting up
bookkeeping procedures to enable them to comply with quarterly reporting requirements.
Bingo statutes and regulations establish due dates for suppliers, hall providers and bingo operators to submit renewal applications and quarterly reports. Failure to meet the established due dates
results in a penalty being assessed in the amount of $5 per day. Penalties are also assessed in some disciplinary cases. The penalty is collected by the bingo division and forwarded to the county treasurer in
the county where the company or organization is located for deposit in the county school fund. During
FY 2002 the bingo section processed 256 penalties that resulted in $41,934 additional funds for various
schools throughout Missouri.
Officers and/or workers of charitable organizations participating in the management, conduct
or operation of bingo may only participate if they have never been convicted of a felony. The Commission performs a criminal background check on all names submitted to ensure no felons are involved.
During FY 2002, a total of 28,833 record checks were performed and a total of 57 convicted felons
were identified and excluded from participating in the management or operation of charitable games.
The total number of felons excluded since the charitable games division was moved to the Missouri
Gaming Commission in 1994 is 548. During this same time period, a total of 70,460 criminal history
checks have been conducted.
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Problem Gambling
Problem Gambling
Over 80 percent of Americans participate in some form of gambling.1 For most people, gambling is
an occasional recreational activity in which they participate responsibly. However, a small percentage of the
population experiences problems from their gambling behavior. For some, these problems are due to a lack
of awareness regarding responsible gambling practices. For others, the destructive gambling activity is due
to a progressive behavior disorder characterized by continued participation in gambling activities despite the
increasing adverse consequences. Recognized by the American Psychiatric Association, the disease is both
diagnosable and treatable.
Missouri is recognized as an innovative leader in the United States for its broad-based approach to
problem gambling. Missouri efforts were formally recognized at the annual conference of the National Council
on Problem Gambling (NCPG) in June 2002 with nominations for two awards. The nominations were: 1) the
“Government” Award for the legislative efforts and impact of Senate Bill 902, which was passed during the 90th
General Assembly in 2000; and 2) the “Outstanding Contributor in the Field” Award for the collaborative efforts
of various state agencies, private and non-profit organizations and individuals, that comprise the Missouri Alliance to Curb Problem Gambling (Alliance) as well as the multitude of programs they jointly provide. 2
Missouri’s Approach
Missouri Alliance to Curb Problem Gambling - The growing success of Missouri’s public awareness program is largely due to the efforts of the Missouri Alliance to Curb Problem Gambling (the “Alliance”),
of which the Missouri Gaming Commission is an active member. Formed in 1997, the Alliance brings together
diverse groups with a common interest of working on issues relating to problem gambling.3 Dedicated to
increasing prevention of underage gambling and awareness among all age groups regarding the guidelines to
responsibly participate in gambling activities, how to recognize problem gambling, and the resources available,
the Alliance plays a key role in Missouri’s comprehensive program to attack problem gambling.
Education & Outreach Efforts
Responsible Gaming Education Week - Missouri was the first state in the country to set aside a
week to promote responsible gaming and to educate its residents about the programs available to help problem gamblers. Although actively engaging in outreach and education efforts throughout the year, the Alliance
utilizes Missouri’s Responsible Gaming Education Week (RGEW) to highlight a special issue. The first RGEW
in 1999 focused on fostering awareness of the problem gambling helpline (1-888-BETSOFF). The Alliance
launched an underage gambling prevention campaign during RGEW 2000 and an older adult awareness campaign during RGEW 2001.4
Building on this foundation, the Alliance launched its new quarterly newsletter, as well as the new
“Friends and Family” campaign during RGEW 2002, held August 5-9, 2002. The new campaign emphasizes
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Source: Final Report of the National Gambling Impact Study Commission (1999).
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Former Alliance chairman Kevin Mullally
and current Alliance secretary Melissa Stephens presented workshops at the NCPG
Annual Meeting in June 2002. In addition,
Mullally presented “Issues in GamblingRelated Crimes” at the Missouri Prosecuting
Attorneys fall statewide training on August
28, 2002. Stephens presented a general session entitled “Proactive Problem Gambling
Prevention: The Missouri Model” at the
North American Gaming Regulators Association spring meeting on April 21, 2002.
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The Alliance consists of both governing
members and participating members. Governing members share the responsibility of
administering the Alliance programs and
include: the Missouri Council on Problem
Gambling Concerns, Inc. (non-proﬁt advocacy group for problem gamblers); the Missouri Department of Mental Health; the Missouri Gaming Commission; the Missouri Lottery; the Missouri Riverboat Gaming Association (private trade organization representing riverboat casino operators); and the Port
Authority of Kansas City (which became a
governing member March 2002).

4

See page 33 for more information about the
underage campaign.
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the impact of problem gambling on friends and family, as well as their role in the recovery process of
the problem gambler. Carol O’Hare, executive director of the Nevada Council on Problem Gambling
and a recovering compulsive gambler, was the featured speaker at “Getting Help for Problem Gamblers: The Importance of Friends and Family” on August 20, 2002.
RGEW features training sessions for gaming employees, educational displays for employees
and visitors, an intensive advertising campaign to heighten public awareness about problem gambling
and the distribution of educational resources. RGEW is an excellent tool for increasing public awareness about problem gambling and the availability of programs for problem gamblers.
Speakers Bureau and Traveling Educational Exhibits - Speakers are available to give
presentations for groups and organizations throughout the state. The presentations are tailored to the
needs of the group/organization; it can be a broad overview of problem gambling issues, or focus on
a specific topic. Topics include, but are not limited to:
• Problem gambling 101 – misconceptions, prevalence rates, risk factors, and warning signs
• Guidelines for responsible gambling
• Underage gambling issues and prevention
• Special populations
All presentations are free of charge and include information about the resources – including free treatment – available in Missouri for residents with a gambling problem, and their families.5
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Missouri’s Voluntary Exclusion Program
Missouri’s voluntary exclusion program for problem gamblers was created in 1996 in response
to a citizen’s request to be banned from the excursion gambling boats because he found himself unable
to control his gambling.6 During development of the program, treatment professionals indicated it is
essential for problem gamblers to both acknowledge they have a problem and to take personal responsibility for the problem if they are to achieve long-term recovery. The Commission revised the rule and
initiated the program consistent with their advice.
Under the provisions of the program, the problem gambler agrees to accept the responsibility
of staying out of the excursion gambling boats. It is not the responsibility of the boats or the Commission to prevent them from entering the gambling boat, and if they choose to violate the program and
are discovered, they will be arrested for trespassing.
Under this program, the Commission requires all licensees to:
• Remove persons in the program from their direct marketing list
• Deny people in the program check cashing privileges and participation in player’s clubs
• Consult the list of people in the program before paying out any jackpot of $1,200 or more7
There is no procedure for removal once a person is placed on the List of Diassociated Persons.
Those who treat problem gamblers are nearly unanimous in their belief that problem gambling is

5

More information is available by calling the
Commission or by visiting the Commission’s
website at www.mgc.state.mo.us

6

The program is formally called the List of
Disassociated Persons. The provisions of
the program can be found at 11 CSR 45-17
et. Seq.

7

Internal Revenue Service form W2-G is
required for any jackpot of $1,200 or more.
Because this form requires the patron’s social
security number, the List of Disassociated
Persons can be efﬁciently referenced.
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a lifetime condition and that a person is never cured but continues to work at their recovery day-by-day. The
voluntary exclusion program is not for everyone, nor is it a quick fix for problem gamblers. The vast majority
of people who suffer from problem gambling will need counseling or group therapy such as Gamblers Anonymous.
Access for Purpose of Executing Duties of Employment - In 2001, the Commission adopted 11
CSR 45-17.015, allowing disassociated persons to enter an excursion gambling boat for the purposes of carrying out the duties of their employment. The rule became effective May 30, 2001. It provides a disassociated
person with the ability to both utilize the voluntary exclusion program in a personal recovery plan as well as
maintain a current source of income at a time when it is most critical due to the financial distress created by
the destructive gambling behavior.8 Since implementation, approximately 5 percent of new applicants to the
program report requiring such access.
Research – The Commission received an appropriation of $25,000 during FY 2003 to use toward
research to evaluate the efficacy of the voluntary exclusion program. The Commission entered into a memorandum of understanding with the Port Authority of Kansas City to maximize the utility of the funds and
resources of both agencies. Release of the joint request for proposals for problem gambling programs is anticipated during fall 2002.
Other Resources for Problem Gamblers and Their Loved Ones
1-888-BETSOFF Problem Gambling Helpline - The efforts of the Alliance to promote 1-888BETS OFF, Missouri’s 24-hour problem gambling helpline, have facilitated increased awareness and utilization
of the helpline. During 2001, the helpline received 2,846 calls from individuals seeking problem gambling information and assistance. This is an increase of more than 53 percent over the preceding year. Individuals calling
the helpline can receive referrals to certified compulsive gambling counselors, GA, Gam-Anon, consumer credit
counselors as well as information about the voluntary exclusion program and other Missouri resources.
Free Compulsive Gambling Treatment Services - Missouri provides free compulsive gambling
treatment services for Missouri residents suffering from problem gambling. These services are open to both
the problem gambler and family members; family members can access the services even if the problem gambler
does not. Indeed, this can be a valuable tool for loved ones to find the guidance they need to help the problem
gambler recognize and accept the problem with gambling. The Department of Mental Health administers this
program using a network of private mental health providers who have been certified as compulsive gambling
counselors.
Online Resources - The Commission launched its redesigned website in October 2001. Visitors to the
website (http://www.mgc.state.mo.us) can access information about the voluntary exclusion program, including the history of the program, frequently asked questions, information on how to place one’s self on the List
of Disassociated Persons and a sample application for placement on the list. Visitors can also access links to
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other on-line resources, including on-line support groups such as GA and Gam-Anon, and the official
website of the Missouri Alliance to Curb Problem Gambling, http://www.888BETSOFF.com. The
Alliance website provides information about services for problem gamblers, education and awareness
material and research about problem gambling issues.
Casino Self-Exclusion Programs - Some problem gamblers choose not to use the list,
yet would like to utilize some external method of limiting their access to gambling activity. Many of
Missouri’s casinos provide such alternative tools for problem gamblers, which may include temporary
or permanent suspension of playing privileges, voluntary suspension of check-cashing privileges, selftransaction exclusion programs and removal from direct marketing lists.9
Problem Gambling Advocate - The Commission employs a full-time problem gambling programs administrator to act on behalf of problem gamblers, their families and friends. Melissa Stephens
assists problem gamblers and their families in locating treatment and other resources; oversees the voluntary exclusion program; trains Commission staff and agents; coordinates problem gambling research
efforts; conducts public education and outreach efforts; develops collateral materials for education and
prevention efforts and assembles information on problem gambling resources. Due to the sustained
growth of the voluntary exclusion program and increased demands, approval was given during the last
legislative session to provide one FTE to provide clerical support for the programs administrator. To
our knowledge, Missouri is the only state in the nation whose regulatory agency staffs a full-time problem gambling advocate(s).
Underage Gambling Prevention – Not a Matter of Geography
Problem gambling is not restricted to adults. According to the National Gambling Impact
Study Commission (NGISC), the number of youth at-risk of becoming problem gamblers is more than
double that of adults. It also reported approximately 85 percent of youth (ages 18-20) have gambled
at some point in their life and NCPG reports 77 percent of youth ages 12-17, and 72 percent of youth
under 12 years of age, report gambling once a week or more.
Contrary to popular opinion, proximity to an excursion gambling boat is irrelevant to underage gambling activity. The most popular forms of gambling for youth are those to which they have
easy access (at home, school, etc.) such as sports betting, card games, and personal skill activities, with
interest in Internet gambling on the rise. The Alliance continues to expand its underage gambling prevention program, which includes the speakers’ bureau, posters and brochures, fact sheets and participation in education conferences. During FY 2002, the Alliance launched “All Bets Off ”, an in-school
addictions awareness program targeting grades 6-9. This program addresses the commonalities and
differences of addictions in general, with an emphasis on gambling.10 In August, the Alliance released
a new youth poster and brochure campaign, which incorporates the friends and family theme.
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Ameristar - Kansas City
General Manager: David Albrecht
3200 N. Ameristar Drive
Kansas City, Missouri 64161
(816) 414-7000
Date Licensed: December 19, 2000
Gaming Space: 115,000 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 2,785
Table Games: 111
Restaurants: 11
Parking Garage
200 Room Hotel
18 Screen Movie Theatre, Concert Hall
Employee Wages & Benefits: $49,750,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $4,299,000
State Sales Tax: $3,196,000
Charitable Donations: $295,000
Total Employment: 1,884
Minority Employment: 621
Female Employment: 883

Ameristar had a solid year as gaming revenue increased 6% to $197 million, just $6
million behind Harrah’s in the Kansas City
market. The gain reflects a higher win per
patron due in part to a higher slot hold percentage. Ameristar held its market leader
position in the table game sector with a
40% market share.
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Ameristar - St. Charles
General Manager: Tony Raymon
1260 S. Main Street
St. Charles, Missouri 63301
(636) 940-4300
Expansion opened 8/6/02; expansion
statistics are in ( ).
Date Licensed: December 19, 2000
Gaming Space: 45,000 Square Feet
(130,000 Square Feet)
Electronic Gaming Devices: 1,942 (3,300)
Table Games: 41 (95)
Restaurants: 2 (7)
Garage Parking
Employee Wages & Benefits: $32,054,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $1,851,000
State Sales Tax: $549,000
Charitable Donations: $89,000
Total Employment: 1,111 (1,800)
Minority Employment: 321
Female Employment: 616

Ameristar St. Charles had a banner year
as gaming revenue increased 22% to $157
million on a 9% increase in patron volume.
It was one of only three casinos that
posted an increase in patron volume. A
slot product upgrade also contributed to a
notable increase in slot volume per patron.
Ameristar opened its expanded facility on
August 6, 2002 to big crowds. The new
facility features 130,000 square feet of
casino space, a historical streetscape with
seven restaurants at a cost of about $190
million, bringing its total capital investment in St. Charles to $368 million.
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Argosy Riverside Casino
General Manager: Gary Johnson
777 NW Argosy Parkway
Riverside, Missouri 64150
(816) 746-3100
Date Licensed: June 22, 1994
Gaming Space: 30,000 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 1,130
Table Games: 30
Restaurants: 3
Meeting Space
Parking Garage
Employee Wages & Benefits: $22,738,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $1,042,000
State Sales Tax: $362,000
City Lease Payments: $4,971,000
Charitable Donations: $92,000
Total Employment: 828
Minority Employment: 215
Female Employment: 433

Argosy’s gaming revenue topped the $100
million mark in FY 2002, a 2% increase
over the prior year. It managed the gain
despite significant expansion projects
from its competitors. A moderate decline
in patron volume was offset by an increase
in win per patron, as Argosy realized more
win per slot customer. Argosy recently
broke ground on a $105 million expansion
project, which is scheduled to open in late
calendar year 2003. The expansion will
feature a barge in a basin containing 50%
more gaming space than the current boat,
as well as new non-gaming amenities.
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Aztar Casino - Caruthersville
General Manager: George Stadler
777 E. 3rd Street
Caruthersville, Missouri 63830
(573) 333-1000
Date Licensed: April 27, 1995
Gaming Space: 20,800 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 755
Table Games: 14
Restaurants: 1
RV Park
Surface Parking
Employee Wages & Benefits: $7,334,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $489,000
State Sales Tax: $87,000
City Lease Payments: $100,000
Charitable Donations: $24,000
Total Employment: 348
Minority Employment: 88
Female Employment: 197

Aztar’s gaming revenue grew 3% to $23.6
million, reversing a decline of 5% in the
prior fiscal year. Although patron volume
was flat, a higher slot hold and table win
percentage drove most of the gain. Aztar
continues to record the highest slot hold
percentage in the state of 10%.
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Harrah’s Maryland Heights
General Manager: Vern Jennings
777 Casino Center Drive
Maryland Heights, Missouri 63043
(314) 770-8100
Date Licensed: March 11, 1997
Gaming Space: 104,000 Sq. Feet (2 casinos)
Electronic Gaming Devices: 3,131
Table Games: 62
Restaurants: 4
291 Room Hotel
Meeting Space
Garage Parking
Employee Wages & Benefits: $60,973,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $5,248,000
State Sales Tax: $1,466,000
Charitable Donations: $191,000
Total Employment: 2,047
Minority Employment: 775
Female Employment: 1,121

Harrah’s generated gaming revenue of
$270 million, top in the state by $68 million. Its growth rate of 7% reflects an 11%
drop in patron volume offset by a 20%
increase in win per patron. The increase
in win per patron was due in part to a big
jump in its slot hold percentage thanks to a
migration to the themed nickel slots.
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Harrah’s North Kansas City
General Manager: Ted Bogich
One Riverboat Drive
North Kansas City, Missouri 64116
(816) 472-7777
Date Licensed: September 22, 1994
Gaming Space: 60,100 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 2,104
Table Games: 45
Restaurants: 3
200 Room Hotel
Meeting Space
Garage Parking
Employee Wages & Benefits: $46,367,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $2,012,000
State Sales Tax: $1,199,000
City Lease Payments: $4,003,000
Charitable Donations: $232,000
Total Employment: 1,592
Minority Employment: 467
Female Employment: 816

Harrah’s North Kansas City posted a
gaming revenue of $202 million, a 3%
increase over the prior year. As with
many of the casinos, the results reflect
lower patron volume offset by higher win
per patron, thanks to a higher slot hold
percentage. A decrease in table revenue
of $5 million adversely impacted results.
The expanded Mardi Gras casino, which
opened in July 2001, did not have a noticeable impact on gaming revenue growth.
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Isle of Capri - Boonville
General Manager: Jeff King
100 Isle of Capri Boulevard
Boonville, Missouri 65233
(660) 882-1200
Date Licensed: December 6, 2001
Gaming Space: 28,000 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 906
Table Games: 29
Restaurants: 3
Surface Parking
Employee Wages & Benefits: $12,072,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $513,000
State Sales Tax: $144,000
Charitable Donations: $15,000
Total Employment: 692
Minority Employment: 80
Female Employment: 351

Isle of Capri - Boonville began operations
on December 6, 2001. It posted gaming
revenue of $36.6 million for the nearly
seven-month period, which is a strong
start in the Boonville small market. By all
indications, this will be a successful operation and a sound addition to Missouri’s
casino portfolio.
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Fiscal year ended June 30, 2002
MONTH

TOTAL
AGR

TABLE
AGR

TABLE
WIN %

SLOT
AGR

SLOT
HOLD %

PATRONS

WIN PER
PATRON

ADMISSIONS

DAILY WIN
PER TABLE

DAILY WIN
PER SLOT

Jul-01
Aug-01
Sep-01
Oct-01
Nov-01
Dec-01
Jan-02
Feb-02
Mar-02
Apr-02
May-02
Jun-02
TOTALS

$4,835,467
$5,064,687
$5,353,090
$5,827,065
$5,282,012
$5,403,572
$4,822,441
$36,588,334

$800,807
$871,173
$856,597
$725,070
$799,525
$854,143
$657,506
$5,564,820

20.70%
21.67%
21.83%
18.10%
22.24%
23.93%
22.06%
21.43%

$4,034,660
$4,193,514
$4,496,493
$5,101,995
$4,482,487
$4,549,429
$4,164,936
$31,023,514

7.50%
7.38%
7.31%
7.60%
7.52%
7.47%
7.57%
7.48%

112,773
112,522
112,576
112,295
99,839
99,773
94,105
743,883

$42.88
$45.01
$47.55
$51.89
$52.91
$54.16
$51.25
$49.19

248,278
259,613
252,604
253,472
227,878
228,968
210,494
1,681,307

$953
$1,037
$1,020
$863
$919
$982
$756
$933

$149
$155
$167
$189
$166
$167
$153
$164

Isle of Capri - Boonville began operations on December 6, 2001, and therefore was not open for the 2001 fiscal year.
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Isle of Capri - Kansas City
General Manager: Dan Weindruch
1800 E. Front Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64120
(816) 855-7777
Date Licensed: June 6, 2000
Gaming Space: 30,000 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 1,103
Table Games: 25
Restaurants: 3
Garage Parking
Riverfront Park
Employee Wages & Benefits: $21,637,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $647,000
State Sales Tax: $331,000
City Lease Payments: $4,629,000
Charitable Donations: $191,000
Total Employment: 748
Minority Employment: 579
Female Employment: 391

Isle of Capri - Kansas City posted strong
growth as gaming revenue increased 29%
to $97 million. The jump mainly reflects
the completion of the renovation project,
which remodeled the old Hilton boat into
an Isle of Capri themed property. The Isle
was one of only three casinos in the state
to show an increase in patron volume.
In addition, it spent significant capital
upgrading its slot product, which led to a
35% increase in slot revenue. The Isle is
still in last place in the Kansas City market,
but now just a few million behind Argosy.
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Mark Twain - LaGrange
General Manager: Robert Thursby
104 Pierce Street
LaGrange, Missouri 63448
(573) 655-4770
Date Licensed: July 25, 2001
Gaming Space: 18,000 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 500
Table Games: 16
Restaurants: 1
Surface Parking
Meeting Space
Employee Wages & Benefits: $5,901,000
State Sales Tax: $115,000
City Lease Payments: $400,000
Charitable Donations: $3,000
Total Employment: 305
Minority Employment: 21
Female Employment: 170

The Mark Twain Casino in LaGrange
began operations on July 25, 2001. It
posted gaming revenue of $22.9 million
for just over the 11-month period, which
is right on target. Nearly 500,000 patrons
came through the door and we expect
modest growth in the coming fiscal year.
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President Casino on the Admiral
General Manager: Chris Strobbe
800 N. First Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63102
(314) 622-3000
Date Licensed: May 27, 1994
Gaming Space: 58,000 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 1,251
Table Games: 47
Restaurants: 2
Employee Wages & Benefits: $23,148,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $352,000
State Sales Tax: $277,000
City Lease Payments: $1,600,000
Charitable Donations: $4,000
Total Employment: 842
Minority Employment: 521
Female Employment: 488

The President posted strong results as
gaming revenue increased 22% to $79 million, a full $14 million higher than the previous year. It continued to realize the benefits
of the move towards Lacledes Landing
(an entertainment district on the St. Louis
downtown riverfront), which included a
new porte cochere, a slot machine upgrade
and related player tracking technology. The
jump in gaming revenue reflects a 10%
increase in patron volume combined with
an 11% increase in win per patron, as the
new slot product and technology drove
slot volume per patron higher.
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St. Jo Frontier Casino
General Manager: Nina Moreno-Gensamer
777 Winners Circle
St. Joseph, Missouri 64505
(816) 279-5514
Date Licensed: June 24, 1994
Gaming Space: 18,000 Square Feet
Electronic Gaming Devices: 512
Table Games: 17
Restaurants: 2
Surface Parking
Meeting Space
Employee Wages & Benefits: $6,301,000
Real Estate & Property Tax: $241,000
State Sales Tax: $109,000
City Lease Payments: $633,000
Charitable Donations: $38,000
Total Employment: 288
Minority Employment: 18
Female Employment: 181

St. Jo Frontier Casino showed slow growth
as gaming revenue increased only 3% to
$26.6 million, compared to 21% growth in
the prior year. The slower growth was due
to a 6% drop in patron volume offset by a
9% increase in win per patron. A stagnant
regional economy is the likely cause of
the patron drop, as the smaller markets
seemed to be more affected by the overall
poor economy.
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Contacting the Missouri Gaming Commission
The Missouri Gaming Commission offices are located in Jefferson City, Kansas City and St. Louis.
The offices are open Monday through Friday, except on state holidays.

Jefferson City:

Missouri Gaming Commission Headquarters
3417 Knipp Drive
(Mailing Address: PO Box 1847)
Jefferson City MO 65102
Telephone: (573) 526-4080
Fax: (573) 526-1999

Kansas City:

Missouri Gaming Commission Kansas City Office
6300 Enterprise Road, Suite 125
Kansas City MO 64120
Telephone: (816) 482-5700
Fax: (816) 482-5704

St. Louis:

Missouri Gaming Commission St. Louis Office
11775 Borman Drive, Suite 104
St. Louis MO 63146
Telephone: (314) 340-4400
Fax: (314) 340-4404

Web site address:

http://www.mgc.state.mo.us
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